STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club:
Weather:
Track:
Rail:
Stewards:
Vet:
Typist:

Riccarton Park - Canterbury JC
Overcast
Heavy (10)
9 metres to 1000m, 8 metres remainder
J Oatham (Chairman), N McIntyre, D Wadley
J Fuller
C McMullan

Date: Saturday, 27 June 2020

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:

YANNICK, SHOWGEM, IMPECUNIOUS, CELINE, TE MOKOPUNA, EXPRESSIVE, IRISH EXCUSE,
GEE TEE ELEANOR, FRANKIE THE FOX, OREPUKI LAD, STOP MAKING SENSE

Suspensions:

Nil

Protests:

Nil

Fines:

Race

11

Warnings:

Race

1

Horse Actions:

Race

8

Follow Up:

Race

7

S Wynne TAI HO
Excessive use of the whip [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] $400
R Cuneen KEEP QUIET
Excessive use of the whip [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)]
A Balloo STOP MAKING SENSE
Excessive use of the whip [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)]
BLAIR FLIGHT - Bled, two month stand down from training & three month
stand down from trialling or racing with clearance required
ISHINKTAATLEDO

Medical Certificates:

Nil

Rider Changes:

Race

11

STARWARS PRINCESS - D Prastiyou replaced L Callaway (unwell)

Late Scratchings:

Race

5

SHELBY DEVINE at 12.54pm - gear breakage at start

7

MEARA MARY at 2.02pm - Veterinary advice

11

GENERAL:
Subsequent to the race it was brought to the Stewards’ attention that two runners in Race 3, IMPECUNIOUS and NO
RIGMAROLE (both two year old fillies), had been handicapped to carry 54kgs which was contrary to the NZTR
published Racing Conditions & Regulations For a Return to Racing June/July 2020 which specified that the minimum
weight allocated for any race shall be not less than 55kgs (includes a 1kg jockey welfare allowance). Enquiries made
with NZTR confirmed that the weights allotted to these runners had been made in error.

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
RICCARTON PARK FUNCTION CENTRE MAIDEN (1400m)
DOUGH BOY (T Moseley) - Jumped away awkwardly.
MATUKI (L Allpress) - Bumped shortly after the start.
YANNICK (C Johnson) - Raced ungenerously when being restrained shortly after the start, crowded near the 300
metres.
JOLLY ZAM (Y Chew) - Raced wide without cover throughout, buffeted between runners near the 300 metres.

LAST LETTER (A Balloo) - Held up until inside the 150 metres before shifting outwards abruptly to obtain clear
running.
MAGICAL MYSTERY (C Barnes) - Required post race veterinary attention after being galloped on during the running
and losing the off hind plate.
R Cuneen (KEEP QUIET) - Issued with a warning for his whip use prior to the 100 metres.
CHARLIE BROWN (J Laking) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that in his opinion the gelding
had failed to handle the prevailing track conditions.
Race 2
ANGUS MEATS TWO & THREE YEAR OLD MAIDEN (800m)
PURPLE RAIN (T Moseley) - Slow to begin.
ZAMBEZI ZIPPER (S Macnab) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground.
HE’S GANGSTER (J Laking) - Had to be steadied shortly after the start when placed in restricted room to the inside of
BUTTON (J Fawcett) then racing ungenerously for a distance. J Fawcett was advised to exercise care.
Rider K Asano (LADY CANTO) who was dislodged on pulling up when shying at the crossing was attended to by St John
Paramedics and found to be uninjured.
SHOWMANA (S Wynne) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the filly had failed to handle
today’s track conditions and it was her understanding would now be spelled.
DECISIVE (T Comignaghi) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the filly had failed to handle
today’s track conditions.
Race 3
HYGAIN/MITAVITE 2YO+ MAIDEN (1000m)
BLUE (K Ramsamy) - Slow to begin, over raced in the early stages.
TAKE A RISK (T Comignaghi) - Began awkwardly.
NO RIGMAROLE (L Hemi) - Crowded shortly after the start.
OPHELIA ROSE (R Mudhoo) - Raced in restricted room near the 450 metres.
ELLE CEE (R Beeharry) - Lay inwards in the final straight and was unable to be ridden out fully.
VAN HALEN (C Barnes) and QUELLA RAGAZZA (G Jogoo) came together approaching the 200 metres.
Race 4
JACK THOMPSON RATING 84 HANDICAP (1000m)
MIDDAGURD (R Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly.
SORCERESS (K Asano) - Began awkwardly.
MISS BRAHMOS (L Allpress) - Steadied when crowded shortly after the start.
TURNCOAT (W Papier) - Had a tendency to hang inwards throughout the race and was unable to be fully ridden out in
the straight as a result.

MISS RICKY BOBBY (S Wynne) - Contacted approaching the 200 metres when TURNCOAT lay in and again near the
150 metres.
S Toolooa (NAKYAMA) - Spoken to regarding his whip use prior to the 100 metres.
Race 5
CHRISTCHURCH CASINO 2YO+ MAIDEN (1200m)
The start was delayed approximately five minutes due to several runners proving reluctant to load.
SHELBY DEVINE (L Hemi) - Became fractious upon entering its barrier stall and after being removed to undergo a
veterinary inspection was declared a late scratching at 12.54pm as it was observed to have suffered a gear breakage.
AYAPPAN (BB Hong) - Slow to begin.
LANCASTER PARK (K Ramsamy) - Slow to begin. When questioned regarding performance rider was unable to offer
any excuse other than not feeling entirely comfortable in today’s track conditions and had not felt to hit out freely at
any stage. A post race veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality.
GOTCHALOOKIN (J Fawcett) - Inclined to over race in the early stages.
SOMBRA DEAMOR (T Comignaghi) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the filly failed to
handle today’s track conditions.
Race 6
NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 1200 (1200m)
KNOWN TO FLIRT (R Mudhoo) - Slow to begin then crowded shortly after the start.
FAUX PAS (J Fawcett) - Slow to begin.
DEVIL’S STAIRCASE (T Comignaghi) - Hampered near the 600 metres when forced onto the hindquarters of LEIGHTON
WARRIOR when crowded to the inside of MACRON which shifted inwards slightly to avoid the heels of TRYFAN (K
Kwo). K Kwo was advised to exercise care. Contributing was some slight outwards movement from LEIGHTON
WARRIOR which was laying out.
GLOSS (L Allpress) - Placed in restricted room near the 400 metres.
TAKEITLIKEAMAN (R Beeharry) - Steadied off heels near the 400 metres, steadied when improving onto heels just
short of the finish.
ELLE MAKFI (K Chowdhoory) - When questioned regarding performance rider could offer no tangible excuse. A post
race veterinary inspection revealed a poor recovery rate.
Race 7
BARNESWOOD FARM RATING 93 HANDICAP (1200m)
SCARFI (L Allpress) - Broke through the front of the barriers but was quickly brought under control by its rider and
returned to the start being passed fit to race following a veterinary inspection.
MEARA MARY (T Jonker) - Declared a late scratching at 2.02pm on veterinary advice as there was considerable blood
present in the nasal area after charging the front gate of its barriers stall.
FINAL SAVINGS (K Mudhoo) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with DREAMING EASY which was forced onto
EMILY MARGARET, unbalanced when bumped by SHAARA near the 350 metres.

EMILY MARGARET (S Toolooa) - Crowded on jumping losing ground.
DREAMING EASY (L Hemi) - Contacted at the start.
ISHINKTAATLEDO (B Murray) - Slow to begin then came under pressure shortly after the start failing to respond being
tailed off for the remainder of the race. Rider advised that after jumping away awkwardly the mare had felt
indifferent in its action. A post race veterinary inspection revealed a poor recovery rate.
Race 8
JANET FRANCIS RATING 63 HANDICAP (1400m)
COUP DREAMWOOD (K Chowdhoory) - Slow to begin, had a tendency to lay in under pressure in the final straight.
RELIABLE GLOW (W Papier) - Raced ungenerously shortly after the start when being restrained losing ground.
LINCOLN ZEPHYR (C Campbell) - Raced wide throughout.
BLAIR FLIGHT (J Laking) - Gave ground quickly from the 700 metres dropping out to finish a distant last. A post race
veterinary inspection revealed the gelding to have bled and is now subject to the mandatory stand down periods.
WANDERIN OVER (K Kwo) - Lay inwards under pressure over the final 200 metres inconveniencing NEWMARKET near
the 100 metres.
NEWMARKET (L Allpress) - Inconvenienced near the 100 metres.
Race 9
COUPLAND’S BAKERIES RATING 5 HANDICAP (1400m)
LORD BEAVER (BB Hong) - Shifted outwards on jumping hampering O’GUY.
O’GUY (D Prastiyou) - Hampered start.
ARE YOU CEREAL (L Hemi) - Raced in restricted room for a distance near the 1100 metres to the inside of TOMM
JONES which lay in.
TOMM JONES (R Beeharry) - Raced wide without cover and was inclined to lay in throughout.
OUR TEDDY BOY (C Campbell) - Held up rounding the final turn until near the 400 metres.
PINUP COUP (K Chowdhoory) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the mare did not handle
today’s track conditions.
Race 10
VALACHI DOWNS RATING 100 HANDICAP (1600m)
MONTSERRAT (C Campbell) - Raced wide throughout.
TUILANA (J Fawcett) - Held up until passing the 200 metres.
S Wynne (WHO DARES WINS) - Spoken to regarding her whip use prior to the 100 metres.
LONDONDERRY AIR (C Barnes) - Returned to the enclosure with blood present in one nostril but is not to be classified
as a bleeder following an endoscopic examination which was clear.
Race 11

RACECOURSE HOTEL & MOTOR LODGE RATING 62 HANDICAP (1600m)

STAR WARS PRINCESS - Following his ride in Race 4, L Callaway advised he was feeling unwell from the effects of
wasting and was permitted to be replaced by D Prastiyou on this balloted runner which gained a start on race
morning.
NATHAN DETROIT (C Barnes) - Slow to begin.
SHOCK AND AWE (R Beeharry) - Slow to begin.
MY CASHIER (K Williams) - Raced wide throughout.
JUNE ROSE (L Hemi) - Raced wide throughout.
S Wynne (TAI HO) - Admitted a charge of excessive use of the whip prior to the 100 metres, with the Judicial
Committee imposing a fine of $400.
A Balloo (STOP MAKING SENSE) - Issued with a warning for his whip use prior to the 100 metres.
D Prastiyou (STAR WARS PRINCESS) - Spoken to regarding his whip use prior to the 100 metres.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment.

